TowFLEXX® C-250-350
Towbarless Electric Tug for Aircraft
up to 77,000 lbs / 35,000 kg MTOW

C-250-350

Flexible, Safe, Efficient & Cost Effective
Best-In-Class Technology

TowFLEXX® C-250-350

provides many Advantages
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Only TowFLEXX® coinstantaneous
protects Aircraft and Operator
Regardless of the type or weight class of your aircraft, TowFLEXX® electric cabin tugs provides unmatched maneuverability and eliminate damage risks. The operator is in much better control, is protected from the elements, especially
important in severe winter climate and heavy rain conditions. The unique and patented cradle with hydraulic closing
system is equipped with EMDSL technology and optional OWC (Over Weight Control), all managed by the advanced
OMS (Operation Monitoring System).

The Ultimate Towbarless Electric Aircraft Tow Tug with Joystick Control
For ground handling crews, the tow tug cockpit is their immediate workplace, and therefore, it is important to achieve a
design that supports the principles of comfort, ease of operation, convenience, and safety. Mostly, this means designing better controls, displays, and warnings systems, to elevate situational awareness, alertness and confidence. The
TowFLEXX® cabin is an example of excellent ergonomics and setting the standard in the aircraft tow tug industry.

Driver oriented Ergonomics and Comfort for the Operator.
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C-250-350
Technical Data & Specifications
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All Technical Specifications are Subject to Change without Notice. TNA Aviation Technologies
reserves the Right to make Changes, implement Improvements or to alter Specifications at any
Time.
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TowFLEXX® C-250-350 is

the better Choice for You
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TowFLEXX® C-250-350

Made for Professionals
TowFLEXX® electric Tugs are the most advanced Aircraft Re-Positioning Systems in
its Class, providing unmatched Flexibility, more Precision, and higher Safety.



Universal Soft-Coupling
Cradle



HDCS Hydraulic Closing
System



Suitable for Dual (Twin)
and Single Tire Nose
Gears
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TowFLEXX® electric Tugs are designed for easy Operations. With just a few simple
Steps the Aircraft can be engaged, secured, lifted and towed.

How it works
STEP Capturing & Releasing the Nose Wheel




Drive the C-250-350 Tow Tug towards the
Nose Wheel
Stop when the Wheel is inside the Cradle

STEP Closing & Opening the Gate




The HDCS Gate closes and the Nose
Wheel (Twin or Single Tire) will be
locked into Position
The same Process in Reverse when the
Nose Wheel is released

STEP Securing the Nose Wheel




The Wheel Safety Bracket moves into
Position and automatically adjusts for
different Wheel Sizes
The Nose Wheel is now completely
secured and the Cradle lifts up raising
the Nose Gear

STEP Towing the Aircraft
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The entire Process of Capturing the
Nose Wheel is completed after approx.
15 Seconds
Now the Operator can move and
maneuver the Aircraft effortless, safely
and quickly

TowFLEXX® C-250-350

Best-In-Class Technology

TowFLEXX® C-250-350 is the only universal towbarless
electric tug vehicle in its class designed to move general
aviation, military and commercial aircraft up to 77,000
lbs (35 tons), comfortably and safely in all weather conditions, protecting both the aircraft, the operator, and
ground crews at the same time. The unique proprietary
HDCS feature allows the tug operator to lift and to tow
the aircraft without leaving the tug’s driver cabin.







®

TowFLEXX is the most
advanced electric towbarless tug vehicle in its
class. No other supplier
can match all the unique
features a TowFLEXX®
provides. The FLT C250350 is superior to anything
else offered by others in
this size and capacity
class. Unmatched flexibility, more precision, higher
safety, fast ROI, and most
cost effective operations.
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Universal Soft-Coupling Cradle
50% Higher Lift Cradle Capacity
ANSI, SAE, OSHA, ISO Compliant
Made for Heavy Duty Operations
Quality made to last since 1953

No Tie-Down Winch and Straps
Required
Automatic Tire & Wheel Adjustment
Joystick Controlled
EMDSL and OWC Technology
Completely Hands Free
Eliminates inefficient Towbars

The Ultimate Cabin Tow Tug
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Ergonomic Cabin with advanced Technology
Modern Joystick Control
Safe & Easy Operation 365 Days in all Weather Conditions

The Single Operator Cabin is Standard
A Twin Operator Cabin with Auxiliary Seat is optionally available

Save Time, Money and Effort
with TowFLEXX® C-250-350

Dimensions & Weights

Empty Weight:
Packing Material:

12,908 lbs
550 lbs

Shipping Weight: 13,458 lbs
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(5,855 kg)
(250 kg) approx.
(6,105 kg)

approx.

C-250-350
Durable & Extensively Tested
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TowFLEXX® C-250-350
for Military Applications
TowFLEXX® electric Tugs are perfectly suited for Military Applications, especially
for Air Force, but also for a wide Variety of Special Missions & Operations.
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Our aircraft moving equipment and towbarless tugs are designed by pilots, and engineers who understand the importance of being able
to guide an aircraft around a hanger and airfield with absolute precision. FlyerTruck ® tow equipment and ground handling systems are
advanced German engineered products, applying latest technologies, unmatched quality and precision. Our ultra modern high-tech factory is the best example of cost-effective high-quality manufacturing. It is one of the most modern factory floors of its kind, like a Swiss
watch, with the same level of precision. A high degree of automation with a multitude of other advanced manufacturing technologies,
including laser cutting, innovative combined bonding and welding. The factory follows production methods that sets the standard for
world-class manufacturing facilities since 1953.
Our products are designed and manufactured in compliance with
United States UL, SAE International technical standards and best
practices, including ARP recommended guidelines, as well as all
applicable ASME and ANSI standards and codes. Where applicable our products also conform with OSHA standards and safety
rules as well as applicable mechanical engineering standards and
recommended practices. Flyer-Truck® is in compliance with all
applicable ISO standards.

ISO 9001 - We manufacture our Aircraft Tow Vehicles to the highest standards in the industry. We
are in compliance with: DIN 15641, 15018, 18800,
4112, 4132, 1055, 10025, 1543, 1013, 17210, 10149
EN 12895, 61000, 292, 418, 954-1, 95, 1050, 60-204,
60-529, 1175, 18349, 1915, PR-12312-7, 51000 (SAE
J551 equivalent)

TNA - Aviation Technologies
A Division of Turwitt, Nielen & Associates, P.A.
4475 US Hwy 1 South, Suite 202 - Plaza South
St. Augustine, FL 32086 - USA
Tel.:
+1-904-217-0496
E-Mail: info@tunias.com
Website: http://www.tna-aviation.com
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